Unmanned air vehicles should be operated by various flight modes, such as point navigation, loitering, preprogrammed mode and so forth. Since all flight modes can be applied by combining the line-of-sight and loitering guidance laws, the performance and formulation are dependent on the reliability and accuracy of both guidance laws. This paper presents the modified guidance laws and shows the enhanced performance via simulation. In addition, the logical operation and transition logic should be made according to real implementation of the flight modes by considering various flight conditions. This paper also proposes enhanced operation logics for the auto-approach mode, which are formulated after successfully reflecting a variation of the vehicle's current position. Finally, the evaluation is performed through simulations of several flight scenarios.
Nomenclature AP: approach point coordinate D 1 : distance to approach point 1 D 2 : distance to approach point 2 EP: entry point coordinate H: altitude of vehicle K: control gain L: partial distance on the line-of-sight R: radius of turning circle RP: reference point on runway s T : slope of transition line V t : total airspeed of vehicle WP: waypoint coordinate
x: east position in ENU frame y: north position in ENU frame XTRK: cross-track error in line-of-sight TXTRK: cross-track error in loitering e : elevator deflection angle a : aileron deflection angle r : rudder deflection angle th : throttle input : heading angle CMD : command heading angle R : runway angle with respect to north Subscripts ap1: approach point 1 ap2: approach point 2 av: current status of air vehicle c: center of loitering circle cL: center point for left-turn cR: tangential point for right-turn CMD: command f : target point or status i: initial point or status LOS: line-of-sight tL: tangential point for left-turn tR: tangential point for right-turn vLOS: virtual line-of-sight vir: virtual point
Introduction
For successful mission achievement, unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) should be operated automatically by various flight modes, such as point navigation, loitering, preprogram, return-home flight mode and so forth. With the development of advanced technologies for the flight control system, these flight modes can be expanded to an autoapproach mode, which is a prerequisite for the auto-landing operation.
Every flight mode can be applied by combining the lineof-sight (LOS) and loitering guidance law. The LOS guidance is able to make the UAV fly to the designated waypoint and the loitering guidance provides the capability to make a flight turn automatically with respect to a certain center point of turning with the given radius. 1, 2) Therefore, both of these guidance laws are very important and provide fundamental functions for operation of UAVs whose performance needs accuracy and reliability. In addition, the formulation of real implementation varies depending on the initial flight conditions, such as the UAV's initial position, with respect to the given target waypoint as it starts the designated flight mode. [3] [4] [5] [6] In other words, it is necessary to formulate and calculate the different guidance angles in order to acquire a guidance command that depends on the UAV's current position on the quadrant plane. These cause several conditional logics, such as if-statements or switch-statements when the logics are implemented in the Ó 2014 The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences real software codes, so the efficiency of the software becomes worse and the computation time increases. A similar problem arises in the implementation of the operation logic for a certain flight mode. The real operation logic should consider all possibilities of the flight conditions and reflect the full operation conditions in all positions of the UAV in the quadrant plane. Furthermore, the transition logic between the LOS and loitering guidance should also be defined.
This paper investigates the existing guidance law and presents an enhanced law for LOS guidance and a modified law for the loitering guidance in order to satisfy the generalization regardless of the position of the vehicle. Simulation results show enhanced performance and affordability. To implement the auto-approach flight mode, the operation and transition logic are proposed by considering and reflecting all necessary flight conditions when the UAV is confronted in real flight. The evaluation is performed by simulating several flight scenarios.
LOS Guidance Law
The flight modes can be composed of two guidance laws: one is the LOS guidance law for a straight flight to the target waypoint, the other is the loitering guidance law for the auto-turning flight with respect to the given center of the turning waypoint with a turning radius. All modified guidance laws are derived based on the following assumptions. 1) The navigation frame is defined as the East-North-Up (ENU) frame with the x-axis pointing to the east and the y-axis pointing to the north. 2) The heading angles and desired command angles are calculated relative to true north, so a positive direction is to the right and ranges from 0 to þ%. A negative direction is vice versa (from 0 to À%). Lastly, 3) the calculation of angles based on the geometry uses the four quadrant inverse tangent and its usage corresponds to the function usage rule of the Matlab/Simulink ½ ¼ tan À1 ðÁx=ÁyÞ ¼ a tan 2ðÁx; ÁyÞ. 7) 
Existing LOS guidance law
The LOS guidance law is based on the heading angle deviation to the straight line-of-sight vector drawing between the target waypoint WP f ðx f ; y f Þ and the UAV's current position WP av ðx av ; y av Þ as shown in Fig. 1 .
The simple existing LOS guidance can be defined as making the cross-track error (XTRK) reach zero, as described in Eq. (1). 3) XTRK is the vertical distance perpendicular to the initial LOS vector (defined as leg) connected from the initial waypoint WP i ðx i ; y i Þ to the target waypoint WP f ðx f ; y f Þ as defined in Eq. (2). If the gain K LOS has a positive sign, the sign of the resultant command can be determined based on the signum function.
and leg is the heading angle measured with respect to north ( leg ¼ 0) of the initial leg vector and av is the current heading angle of the UAV. The drawback of this law is that an adequate proportional gain K LOS should be determined with trial and error and the tracking performance is degraded when the target waypoint is set to the opposite position.
More accurate guidance can be implemented through the direct heading control, as defined by Eq. (3).
Here, LOS is the heading angle from the north vector to the LOS vector, which points to the target waypoint from the current position of the UAV. This guidance law results in a slow convergence to zero XTRK error when the target waypoint is located far away from the vehicle. 4) 
Modified LOS guidance law
To improve the tracking performance and robustness to external disturbances, a modified LOS guidance law is applied. As shown in Fig. 1 , the main idea is to use a virtual target point WP vir ðx vir ; y vir Þ instead of WP f ðx f ; y f Þ, which provides a closer and shorter LOS distance to the vehicle. Therefore, a resultant heading command can be generated, as shown in Eq. (4), and it can provide faster convergence performance. 
The distance between the virtual and the target waypoint is obtained by Eq. (6).
3. Loitering Guidance Law
Existing loitering guidance law
The UAV has a capability of turning a flight around a designated center point WP c ðx c ; y c Þ of the track circle with a given turning radius R. All of this information should be transmitted and loaded from the ground control station (GCS) by the internal pilot. In Fig. 2 , the existing loitering guidance formulation is shown and its guidance law is defined in Eq. (7) . 3) The main idea is to control the UAV's heading angle av to direct the desired heading angle c and decrease the turning cross-track error (TXTRK) in order to keep the flying circle of the track.
Let's define Áx ¼ ðx ac À x c Þ and Áy ¼ ðy ac À y c Þ. Then, the desired heading angle can be calculated as defined in Eq. (8) for the left-turning flight. The drawback of this guidance formulation is that it is necessary to divide the whole plane into four quadrant planes and each resultant equation should be considered respectively according to where the UAV is located. This may be inefficient and time-consuming because the conditional statement (if-statement or switchstatement) needs to be included during the implementation of coding. Furthermore, it is necessary to derive and calculate different equations when the right-turning flight is applied.
if Áx > 0 and Áy > 0
if Áx < 0 and Áy > 0
if Áx < 0 and Áy < 0
Modified loitering guidance law
To lessen these drawbacks, a new formulation is proposed in this paper. Figure 3 shows the left-turning and right-turning flight formulation, respectively. For the left-turning flight in Fig. 3(a) , the desired heading angle c can be exactly the same as~ c ¼ tan À1 ðÀÁy=ÁxÞ of Eq. (9) with the magnitude, as well as the sign convention based on the geometry. In the same way, the desired heading angle c can be calculated by exactly the same quadrant inverse tangent of~ c ¼ tan À1 ðÁy=ÀÁxÞ of Eq. (10).
Here, it should be noted that Eqs. (9) and (10) are not the same because the (AE) sign of Áx and Áy can generate the exact sign convention of the resultant heading angle by the four quadrant inverse tangent calculation. Finally, the generalized loitering guidance law can be rearranged as shown in Eq. (11), which includes the crosstrack error term, and heading angle is defined with respect to true north in the ENU frame as represented in Eq. (12). where TXTRK ¼ ðR À DÞ; for left-turning flight
Through applying this modified formulation, the same gain and equation can be generalized for loitering guidance though the turning direction may be changed. In addition, this generalized loitering guidance law can be available and activated wherever the UAV is located on every four quadrant plane.
Transition Logic for Operation
The combined use of the LOS and loitering guidance can provide effective flight modes, such as point navigation, loitering and so on. Assuming that the UAV is currently flying on the position of WP av ðx av ; y av Þ and the center point of the target tracking circle is WP c ðx c ; y c Þ with the turning radius R as shown in Fig. 4 , LOS guidance is performed first, and then it should be transferred to the loitering guidance law at a certain position.
First, the entry point should be defined and calculated. It can be determined where the direct line drawn from the UAV is tangent to the turning circle. For the right-turning flight, it is EP tR ðx tR ; y tR Þ, as represented in Fig. 4 . Based on geometry formulation, its coordinate position can be obtained from the center coordinate of WP c ðx c ; y c Þ as defined in Eq. (13).
In the case of the left-turning flight, the entry point EP tL ðx tL ; y tL Þ is determined by Eq. (14) in a similar way.
These resultant entry points can be used as a new target point in the LOS guidance and then the UAV can start flying to there. After the UAV arrives at this point, its guidance law should be transferred to the loitering guidance and it needs transition logic. In general, the transition zone adopts the adjacent larger circle instead of the turning circle such as the circle with a radius 1.2 times R. Thus, the transition begins if the UAV flies into this area. However, this logic has a few limitations in the case where the point navigation mode is implemented so that the UAV will keep loitering after passing through the target waypoint of WP c ðx c ; y c Þ. There must be an overlapping area between the LOS and the loitering zone so that it is not impossible to apply the transition.
Even though the target waypoint would be loaded as one of the entry points, such as EP tR ðx tR ; y tR Þ, the vehicle shows some oscillation flights around the transition area. Therefore, this paper proposes an enhanced transition logic by adopting the 1st order linear line equation. For the rightturning flight, let the transition line be perpendicular to the tangential line passing through the entry point. This can be determined by Eq. (15).
Here, s T is the slope of the transition line. If the initial waypoint of the UAV is defined and saved as WP i ðx i ; y i Þ at the moment of starting the LOS guidance, by comparing the value of the transition line function between the initial waypoint and current waypoint, we can separate the LOS and loiter guidance zone, as shown in Fig. 4 . This transition logic can be rearranged as in Eq. (16). For Zone A: LOS guidance,
Operation Logic for Auto-Approach
The auto-approach mode can provide the function of causing the UAV to be located on the final approach position for landing with a parallel heading to the center line of the runway. This mode can reduce the workload of the external pilot and more precise landing control is possible. Figure 5 represents the whole geometry formulation of the auto-approach. First, the center position is defined as the reference point of RPðx rp ; y rp Þ and the heading angle of the runway is R . With respect to the GCS location, the right and left approach directions can be determined by the operation commander on the ground according to the wind direction blowing near the runway before landing.
If the distances D 1 and D 2 to the approach points AP 1 and AP 2 are loaded by the GCS, then the approach points can be simply determined as Eq. (17), which corresponds to the approach direction respectively, which is entirely dependent on the performance by the vehicle. The approach points are parallel to the center line of the runway.
Here, the (+) sign is used for the right approach and the (À) sign for the left approach. The final approach turning flight is performed around the center point WP cR ðx cR ; y cR Þ or WP cL ðx cL ; y cL Þ depending on the GCS loading condition. This information can be easily calculated using the approach points as defined in Eq. (18).
After determining the approach direction, the final approach turning direction is determined automatically based on the current location of the UAV. In other words, if we introduce the separation line y s of Eq. (19) which passes through the runway as shown in Fig. 5 , the direction of the turning can be selected by comparing the magnitude of the function y s about the current UAV position . In case of the left approach direction, the logic is vice versa.
For right approach direction,
Finally, the entry point EP tR ðx tR ; y tR Þ or EP tL ðx tR ; y tR Þ can be obtained by applying Eq. (13) or (14) since the center coordinate WP cR ðx cR ; y cR Þ or WP cL ðx cL ; y cL Þ of the turning track is predetermined from Eq. (18). In addition, the same transition logic obtained in section 4 can be applied.
It has been noticed that if the UAV is currently flying in the triangular area surrounded by lines ‹, › and fi, the operation logic allows the UAV to fly directly to the approach point AP 2 by not passing through AP 1 . This must be more efficient logic for the operation of the UAV, and it can be evaluated by the input of WP av ðx av ; y av Þ instead of (x, y) in Eq. (21), respectively, for the right or left approach.
For right approach, 
Simulation Results
Before performing the simulation, the nonlinear simulation and flight controllers should be designed and set up for longitudinal and lateral autopilot that consists of the stability and control augmentation system (SCAS). 8) This paper applied the multi-objective parameter optimization method using Control Designer's Unified Interface (CONDUIT) tool, which has been proven through successful applications for UH-60 and Fire Scout MQ-8 in previous studies. 9, 10) All simulation codes are made under the Matlab/Simulink environment and integrated with the logics presented in the previous sections using the Stateflow program in order to facilitate the real-time implementation and generation of the C-codes for loading in the onboard flight control computer (FCC).
The target vehicle is a small UAV (EAV-1 AL) developed by the Korea Aerospace Research Institute (KARI) for the technology demonstration with a span of 2.4 m and a maximum takeoff weight of 8 kg, as shown in Fig. 6 .
Simulation verification of LOS guidance law
Comparison of the performance for three LOS guidance laws prescribed in section 2 is performed. The first law of Eq. (1) is labeled as XTRK, the second of Eq. (3) is LOS and the last of Eq. (4) is designated as Virtual LOS. Before making a comparison with each guidance law, the best parameters of K LOS , K and K v should be determined. For the existing XTRK guidance law of Eq. (1), K LOS is varied as 0.02, 0.01, 0.005 and 0.001, and its simulation results of 2D trajectory are presented in Fig. 7 . As identified in the figure, the oscillation rises as the value of K LOS increases and the fast and small-error response is that using K LOS ¼ 0:01. Thus, the best parameter is selected as
For the LOS and Virtual LOS, K and K v are varied as 1.8, 1.2, 0.73 and 0.2. Simulation results are summarized in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively. Compared with each response, the best gain is determined as K ¼ K v ¼ 0:73 and the intersection gain K int ¼ 0:4. Though the response of the trajectory of the gain of 1.2 might be better than that of 0.73, the amplitude of control inputs of the gain 0.73 is less than the gain of 1.2 as shown in Fig. 8 . (e.g., max. amplitude of the aileron using K ¼ 1:2 is 20 deg, but for K ¼ 0:73, its max. control input is approx. 10 deg).
Using these best gains, comparison of the performance for three LOS guidance laws is performed for two cases. In case 1, the initial position of the UAV is (0, 0) (m) in the ENU frame and the target waypoint is (500, 500) (m). As shown in the 2D trajectory results of Fig. 10 , the modified virtual LOS guidance law of Eq. (4) provides faster convergence to the target point. This better tracking performance is identified in the tracking error shown in Fig. 11 . The second case has more severe flight conditions to highlight the advantage of the modified Virtual LOS guidance law of Eq. (4) over other conventional methods. In this severe case, the target UAV starts the initial heading to the south of ¼ 180 deg with the position WP i ¼ ð0; 0Þ (m), and then its final waypoint is the opposite position of WP f ¼ ð0; 500Þ (m). Thus, final heading of the vehicle should be aligned to av ¼ 0 deg. Simulation results are presented in Fig. 12 .
In Figs. 12(a) and (b) , the better performance of the Virtual LOS guidance compared with the conventional laws is clearly shown. The faster turning performance and smaller XTRK error of the Virtual LOS can be confirmed in more detail in Fig. 5(c) . The east (Y) trajectory result shows that the Virtual LOS guidance converged fast and the tracking error is smaller than that of others. The conventional XTRK guidance law shows poor performance because its gain K LOS ¼ 0:01 is not adequate in these flight conditions. This is caused by the unit of XTRK. The XTRK unit is a meter of the distance, so its gain K LOS converts it into the similar order of the heading command unit of angle. Therefore, the performance of the conventional XTRK guidance law depends on the variation of the XTRK distance. On the other hand, the modified Virtual LOS guidance law can provide good performance without any tuning of the gain K v .
Simulation verification of loitering guidance law
For verification of the proposed loitering guidance, it is efficient to implement the simulation of the point navigation flight mode. Initial flight conditions are V t ¼ 55 kph, H ¼ 91:4 m pointing to the north at ¼ 0 degrees based on the trim state. Thus, the UAV started to fly from the initial position of WP i ¼ ð0; 0; 91:4Þ (m) and the target waypoint WP av ðx av ; y av Þ, turning radius R, and the direction of loitering are pre-loaded to the onboard FCC from the GCS. In this case, the target waypoint is regarded as the center of loitering WP c ðx c ; y c Þ. To verify the loitering Table 1 . Figures 13 and 14 show the results of case 1. The LOS and loitering guidance are sufficient to be considered of good performance. After 43.4 seconds, the UAV passes the exact entry point of EP tL ðx tL ; y tL Þ ¼ ð629:1; 347:1Þ (m), which can be calculated by Eq. (14), and then changes to the loitering guidance in order to keep a turning radius of 200 m. Here, Case ID means the trigger signal for active guidance law (1 ¼ loitering guidance and 2 ¼ LOS guidance). In general, the airspeed and altitude can be controlled by the command of the internal pilot in GCS at the point navigation mode. In this case, the airspeed and altitude command can be generated in five seconds. All controllers provide good performance to follow the generated commands, such as the airspeed, altitude and heading angle, as shown in Fig. 14. The rest of the cases' results are presented in Figs. 15 and 16. For cases 2 and 3 the turning track is kept with a given radius of 300 m and 200 m, as well as the turning direction, respectively. In addition, the entry points are calculated exactly: EP tL ðx tL ; y tL Þ ¼ ðÀ333:6; 737:9Þ (m) for case 2 and ðÀ440:0; À620:0Þ (m) for case 3. Case 4 results are shown in Fig. 16 , including control input histories. The time histories of control inputs are adequate with regard to the limitation range of control surfaces (j e j ¼ j r j ¼ j a j 25 deg and 0 th 1).
Finally, the described operation logics are generally applied regardless of the initial position and target waypoint on the quadrant ENU frame based on simulation results.
Simulation verification of auto-approach mode
Final simulation was the focus for the auto-approach implementation. In this paper, information of the KARI Flight Test Center located in Goheung in the southern area of Korea is used. The necessary information should be determined by GCS before the flight according to the runway geometry and UAV's own performance. Thus, let's define them as R ¼ 10 deg, D 1 ¼ 1;000 m, D 2 ¼ 500 m, and R ¼ 300 m. To verify the proposed auto-approach operation logic, all four cases are considered as summarized in Table 2 .
As confirmed in Fig. 17, case 1 results show that the operation and transition logics are activated properly based on the Case ID signal and both guidance laws provide good performance to guide the UAV to the final approach point. After 75.1 seconds, the LOS guidance changes to the loitering guidance at EPðÀ420:5; 1064:0Þ (m), and then it returns to LOS guidance when passing through AP 2 ð173:6; 983:8Þ (m) at 144.3 seconds. All autopilot controllers show good tracking performance and adequate control inputs are applied, as shown in Fig. 18 . The rest of the cases for the right approach direction are shown in Figs. 19(a) and (b), and the left approach direction cases are in Figs. 20(a) and (b). The calculated approach points are AP 2 ðÀ86:8; À492:4Þ (m) and AP 1 ðÀ173:6; À983:8Þ (m) for the left approach cases.
As confirmed on all simulation results, the proposed operation and transition logics for auto-approach work well and they can be applied to any flight condition regardless of the current position of the vehicle.
Conclusions
This paper investigated the enhanced guidance law and operation logics, which are prerequisites for UAV opera-tion. The modified LOS guidance law is more accurate and faster compared to the existing law because it adopts the virtual LOS concept. Generalization of the loitering guidance is useful and can be applied successfully when the vehicle is flying in any position of the four quadrant plane. In addition, the transition logic from the LOS to loitering guidance is simple and can be implemented successfully. Auto-approach operation logic was proposed in this paper and can be applied by combining all guidance laws, as well as the transition logics. Successful simulation results show good performance and the possibility of real implementation. In particular, this operation logic can be expanded to any flight mode application, such as return home and automatic landing mode. 
